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ABSTRACT
With the continuous rise in the numbers and sophistication of
cyber-attacks, defenders are moving towards more proactive lines
of defense. Deception methods such as honeypots and moving target defense paradigms, are nowadays utilized in a multitude of
ways. A honeytoken is an umbrella term that describes honeypotlike entities/resources that can be inserted into a network or system.
The moment an adversary interacts with a honeytoken, an alert is
raised. Similar to honeypots, the value of honeytokens lies in their
indistinguishability; if an attacker can detect them, e.g. via a fingerprinting tool, they can easily evade them. In this paper, we propose
and discuss honeytoken fingerprinting methods. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper to examine honeytoken-specific
fingerprinting. Furthermore, we showcase a proof of concept that
is able to successfully detect a number of honeytoken types.
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INTRODUCTION

Proactive defense mechanisms such as honeypots and moving target
defense schemes have become a common additional line of defense.
A honeypot is an information system resource whose value lies in
unauthorized or illicit use of that resource [24]. Over the years, a
number of honeypot approaches have been proposed (e.g. [20, 22,
27, 29]) for defending a multitude of protocols and systems (ranging
from industrial control systems [23, 30] to IoT devices [21]).
Honeytoken is an umbrella term for a subset of honeypots in
which there is no protocol or system emulation. Instead, a honeytoken usually emulates some resource (e.g. a file or a username/password)
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that is part of a real system and triggers an alert whenever it is
accessed or used [25]. For example, a honeytoken can be a .docx
file that contains an obfuscated script that is triggered when the
file is opened.
An advantage of honeytokens over traditional honeypots is that
they operate with lower system resources and are simpler to manage. In addition, they are easy to generate and deploy. Honeytokens
can indirectly detect the presence of diverse attack vectors (e.g. malware) and identify direct attacks like unauthorised access attempts.
Due to their simple design and flexibility, honeytokens are popular
and are used by system administrators.
Over the years, there has been increase in honeytoken research
including patents by commercial organizations [3, 19, 28]. Honeytokens can be modelled as files, directories, URLs, DNS entries, fake
user accounts and fake data tuples in a database. While there is no
limitation in the design, the core of honeytokens is to detect and notify users about unauthorized access. Some of the open-source and
other research implementations include Canarytokens [26], ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑦𝜆
[16], honeybits [15], HoneyGen [4], honeywords [14] and lastly the
honeyfile [17].
Recently, a number of researchers have discussed methods for
fingerprinting honeypots [13, 18, 31]. The purpose of these works is
to generate some type of signature probe that is able to distinguish
between a real system and a honeypot. While this research suggests
that many traditional honeypots can be easily identified, it does not
take honeytokens into account. The key feature of honeytokens is
that their alert logic is embedded within a real digital entity with
fake contents. This makes honeytokens hard to identify as the only
way of determining if an entity is a honeytoken is by utilizing it.
In this paper, we attempt a preliminary study on the possibility of fingerprinting honeytokens. We first classify the different
honeytoken technologies in a systematic way and proceed by determining ways for their identification. Furthermore, we provide
proof of concept experiments that demonstrate the feasibility of the
proposed fingerprinting mechanisms. To the best of our knowledge
this is the first paper to examine honeytoken fingerprinting.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides
a background of honeytokens and honeytoken fingerprinting. In
Section 3 we propose honeytoken fingerprinting techniques. We
present a proof of concept by scanning of honeytokens using the
proposed techniques in Section 4. We conclude our paper in Section
5 along with our future work goals.

2

BACKGROUND

Since honeypots and honeytokens are flexible in their design and
emulation approach, various concepts regarding their applicability
and type have been proposed. Nevertheless, the factor that distinguishes honeytokens from honeypots is their ability to detect
threats by emulating low-level digital resources/entities like files,
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directories, user-accounts, and URLs. Honeypots operate at a higher
level by emulating services and protocols that resemble a system
or a service.
Fraunholz et al. survey deceptive technologies and provide a
comprehensive overview of honeytokens as well [9]. The survey
suggests that most proposals cover different types of entities and
focus on the generation of deceptive digital twins. Furthermore, the
authors present a classification that distinguishes between server,
database, authentication, and file honeytokens. For example, the
authors classify Honeyport [10] as a server-based honeytoken as
it emulates an open network port within a server. Similarly, the
honeytokens classified under database, authentication, and file,
contain deceptive elements to emulate a data record, password, and
a document respectively.
Han et al. also survey deception techniques in computer security
[11]. The authors introduce a multi-dimension classification for honeypots, based on four orthogonal dimensions: goal, unit, layer, and
deployment of deception. Internal to the deployment dimension, a
sub-class based on the deployment layer is relevant to honeytokens.
The layer is further divided the into network, system, application,
and data layers.
Based on the various honeytokens proposed in related research,
we break down honeytokens’ architecture into two primary mechanisms: deception and alerting. The deception mechanism is responsible for the emulation of the digital entity and the deception logic.
The alerting mechanism focuses on the alert trigger mechanism
responsible for notifying the user about the access attempt. The
alerting mechanism is triggered when the adversary tries accessing
the honeytoken or using the data generated as a honeytoken for
an access attempt. Both deception and alerting mechanisms may
vary based on the digital entity replicated.
Deceptive
Alerting
Honeytoken
Entity/Resource Mechanism
Honeyentries [4],[12] Table data set
DB Monitor
Honeyword [14]
Password
DB Monitor
Honeyaccount [8]
User-account
Event Logger
Honeyfile [17]
File-Google Sheets Session Log
Honeyfile [10]
File
Event Logger
Honeypatch [1], [2]
Vulnerability
Session Log
HoneyURL [17]
URL
DNS Trigger
CanaryTrap [7]
Email
Email
Honeyport [10]
Network port
Session Log
CanaryToken [26]
File-pdf, docx
DNS Trigger
CanaryToken [26]
Directory
DNS Trigger
CanaryToken [26]
URL
DNS Trigger
Honeybits[15]
Email
DNS Trigger
Table 1: Honeytoken-Mechanisms overview

Table 1 provides an overview of the deception and alerting mechanisms employed in research-based and open-source honeytokens.
The deceptive entity denotes the digital entity or resource that is
emulated by the honeytoken. These vary from passwords, useraccounts, files, directories, email, software patches, URLs, network
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ports, etc. The alerting mechanism lists the triggering and notification technique employed by the honeytokens.
The DB Monitor monitors a dataset for changes and maintains
an activity log. All changes and access information are logged
respectively. The Event Logger operates at the system-level and
maintains a log of all system events. User defined events can be
logged on the Event Logger; this is supported by most modern
operating systems. The Session Log operates at the application-level
and logs all the events at user-defined log levels. These may vary
from informational, debug, error and warning. DNS Triggers operate
at the network-level by performing a name resolution query to a
DNS server. The query includes a URL that triggers the alerting
mechanism.

3

HONEYTOKEN FINGERPRINTING

We present generic techniques to detect honeytokens that operate
at different levels. The proposed fingerprinting techniques leverage
the gaps in both the deceptive entity and the honeytokens’ alerting
mechanism to determine if the entity is indeed a honeytoken. To
understand the operating levels of the honeytokens, we classify
the honeytokens (see Table 1) into Network Level, System Level,
Application/File Level and Data Level. Table 2 provides an overview
of the classification based on their operating level. The table also
lists the fingerprinting techniques associated with each operational
level corresponding to the alerting mechanism. In the following
subsections we describe fingerprinting techniques on the basis of
the various operating levels.
Alerting
Mechanism
DB Monitor
Event Logger
Session Log

Operating
Fingerprinting
Level
Technique
Data
Modified Date
System
Last Used, grep search
Application
Grep search
Application, Reverse Engineering
DNS Trigger
Network
Network Sniffing
Table 2: Honeytokens Fingerprinting Overview

3.1

Network level

Honeytoken overview. Honeytokens operating at the network
level are either replicating a networking entity or using the network
for communicating the alerts to the administrator. For example, the
Honeyport [10] emulates an open network port on a web server and
uses the web server’s session logs as the alerting mechanism. However, a honeytoken may operate at a different level (e.g. the file level)
and use the network to communicate the alerts (e.g. Canarytoken
[26]).
Network level fingerprinting. Considering the alerting mechanisms classified to operate at the network level in Table 2, we
observe the utilization of DNS. The honeytokens trigger a DNS
resolution call made to a domain hardcoded within the embedded
alerting mechanism upon detecting an access attempt. For example,
a file-level Canarytoken contains an alerting mechanism that performs a DNS call upon opening the respective file. Fingerprinting
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these calls can be done by sniffing the DNS traffic on the compromised system. The DNS traffic will reveal the calls made to
open-source honeytoken alert domains. However, inspecting the
DNS traffic for calls made to honeytoken domains is a passive approach. Using this fingerprinting technique will notify the user of
the access attempt before identifying the honeytoken. In the following, we introduce active fingerprinting techniques that detect
honeytokens without triggering an alert.

data-based honeytokens is complicated due to the requirement of
high resemblance to real data. An example of this is the generation
of employee data and access information. The honeytoken data that
resembles the employee information and his access information
must resemble a real employee record. Simultaneously, this data
must be fake and attractive enough for an adversary. There have
been many research proposals over algorithms and techniques for
the generation of such data honeytokens [4, 8, 32].

3.2

Data level fingerprinting. The fingerprinting technique for detecting data-level honeytokens depends on the type of data emulated and the alerting mechanism used. Some research concentrate
only on the generation of data honeytokens and not the alerting
mechanism (e.g. HoneyGen[4]). Honeytokens like Honeyword [14]
use a Honeychecker module that is responsible for comparing the
password-hash used by the adversary with the list of passwords
and triggering an alarm in case of unauthenticated access. While it
is complicated to fingerprint honeywords, we propose using metadata to determine if it is a real entity. For example, Honeyaccount
[8] creates fake user-accounts for a system. On a compromised
system that is running Windows and is attached to a domain, user
accounts can be listed and checked for the last known activity of a
user. In addition, the adversary can make use of specific scripts in
the Windows PowerShell to retrieve meta-data about user accounts
in the Active Directory. By observing the meta-data retrieved from
the Active Directory, the adversary can identify if the user account
is real or not.

Application/File Level

Honeytoken overview. The application/file level fingerprinting
techniques focus on detecting honeytokens at the application or file
level. These honeytokens operate by emulating a file of a specific
format (e.g. pdf or docx) and obfuscating an alert mechanism within
the file. The alert is triggered when the file is opened through
specific applications like the Adobe Reader.
Application/File level fingerprinting. File-level honeytokens using
a network for alerting mechanisms can be fingerprinted by decomposing the files using reverse engineering techniques. For example,
Canarytokens [26] that offer honeytokens as a pdf file format can
be decomposed by file parsing techniques. On parsing the pdf file
with a parsing tool from DidierStevensSuite we observe that the Canarytoken contains obfuscated DNS triggers to "canarytokens.net"
in the /URI of the object stream [6]. We find similar obfuscated
DNS triggers in other file formats like docx, which is offered from
the open-source Canarytokens service. Adversaries can use file
parsing techniques to explore the honeytokens for obfuscated code
fragments that trigger the alert mechanisms. Similarly, a honeydirectory, a directory-emulating honeytoken from Canarytokens, can
be identified by examining its meta-data.

3.3

System Level

Honeytoken overview. Honeytokens that operate at the system
level use the underlying operating system’s features to facilitate the
alert mechanism. Examples of the system features include event-logs
and inotify alerts. Honeytokens like Honeyfile [17] and Honeyaccount [8] employ system-level triggers to alert the users.
System level fingerprinting. Fingerprinting system-level alert
mechanisms are complex because of their abstract calls and obfuscated deployments. Access monitors like inotify run as a background service that monitors a file or a directory for modifications.
The inotify system calls are embedded within a C program and are
initialized with a file descriptor, file path, and the mask modes as
parameters. The mask modes offer options for the triggers like file
accessed, modified, deleted, or created. The first step towards fingerprinting would be to check for inotify processes running in the
background; i.e. the adversary has to list the background processes
in the compromised system. Upon finding a process relevant to a C
program execution, it is evident that there is an alerting mechanism
setup. The adversary can open the C program’s path, which calls
inotify and check the file or directory path for changes.

3.4

Data level

Honeytoken overview. Data-level honeytokens work on the generation of fake data that resemble actual data. The generation of
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PROOF OF CONCEPT

This section demonstrates the applicability of some of the aforementioned honeytoken fingerprinting techniques. In particular,
we demonstrate fingerprinting in one of the most used honeytoken implementation, the Canarytoken [26]. With respect to our
classification we emphasize on network and application/file level fingerprinting. The source code and other screenshots of the proposed
fingerprinting techniques can be found on our GitHub account1 .
Firstly, we generate a pdf honeytoken by utilizing the Canarytoken service [26]. To support our claims (see Section 3.1) we manually monitor the network and open the generated pdf honeytoken.
Figure 1 shows the packets captured from a system when a Canarytoken is accessed in Wireshark. To avoid manual sniffing of
all the network we implemented a honeytoken DNS sniffer (see
GitHub for the implementation code) that checks the DNS traffic of
the system for calls made to known honeytoken services. We note
here that if the adversary uses this method they risk triggering the
honeytoken and therefore notifying the administrator.
For a stealthier option, the attacker may use file level fingerprinting techniques (see Section 3.2). We adopt the code of a pdf
parser in [6], to identify honeytoken traces in a given pdf file. By
using such an application-level fingerprinting technique, the pdf
Canarytoken was parsed and the honeytoken was detected without
triggering an alert to the administrator. A URI reference obfuscated
in the pdf object 16 was detected. The URI referenced to [5] clearly
indicates the call to a domain hosted by the Canarytokens service.
1 https://github.com/aau-network-security/tokengrabber
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Figure 1: Network-level (DNS) Fingerprinting

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose fingerprinting techniques against the
majority of existing honeytoken proposals and implementations.
Furthermore, as a proof of concept, we successfully fingerprint opensource honeytokens. This work provides a foundation to extend
our research on honeytoken fingerprinting. In particular, for future
work we plan to work on countermeasures against fingerprinting
for the various honeytokens. Moreover, we will further examine the
possible fingerprinting attacks against them, beyond the presented
proof of concept.
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